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Abstract: Internet of Things (IoT) devices under cloud assistance are deployed in different distributed environment. It collects sensed data and outsources the data to remote server and user for sharing. As IoT is used in important fields like healthcare, business and research, the sensed data are sensitive information which needs to be protected. Encryption is usual technique to protect data from adversaries. A fine grained access control is essential for heterogeneous device involved social network. The existing access control policies were defined for predefined identity and role which needs to be changed in dynamic situations. Moreover, all the necessary policies cannot be defined in advance and new policies were demanded for new situational context. To solve these issues, this work design a model which calculate final trust value based on semantic information dynamically referring to ontology, a access control policy is also designed on semantic role of the device. The semantic technology is used for high level reasoning of the context situation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Cloud computing model is concerned with security at both producer and consumer end. The providers expect that their resources and services are used by authorised users and the same way the consumers expect their data to be safe and securely maintained. Generally, a centralised access control mechanism practice large number of authorizing rules with increase in resource, user and services. Today’s cloud environment includes thousands of physical and virtual machines are added and removed. So the existing enterprise access control mechanism does not scalable for public internet. The new access control mechanism should support multi tenants, scalable and independent of network characteristics such as topology, decoupling, routing and addressing [1].

One of the most emerging technology is Internet of Things (IoT) which include both living and non living things in a network. The new system has the ability to sense the information, process it and take decision on it. The devices involved in IoT network are resource constrained( less storage and memory capacity) and edge devices . The IoT integrates WSN technology for digital interface with real world [2]. IoT environment with interconnected hero type of objects provide location and analytic details for data processing. IoT differs from WSN in providing the internet to nodes. A sample of IoT interconnection with its objects is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: IoT with Connected Entities

The very essential security aspect of IoT is device authorization and authenticating them with an identity [3]. The resource constrained IoT devices are supported by Cloud for storing and computing process. But the existing cloud environment is prone several security issues for collecting and sharing of data between users. As IoT is mostly applicable in dynamic environment such as smart home, in which users enter and leave frequently transactions with identity lead to privacy breach [4].

IoT connects objects with sensors for sensing data used for sharing, monitoring and managing. IoT network model has three layers such as perception layer, transport layer and application layer [5]. The sensors in the perception layer sense the information and send to application layer through internet. The sensor nodes are deployed in an environment which is not under human control so highly vulnerable to malicious attacks [6]. The IoT are emerging trend of internet which support low latency, mobility and geographically distributed resources. The IoT’s form fog nodes which are assisted by cloud. The un trusted cloud practices many cryptographic techniques for data confidentiality. Now the security should be ensured in a three layer architecture i.e user-fog-cloud [7].

IoT security requirements:

IoT paradigm is more useful in real time monitoring purpose such as smart home and patient health care sectors. So, eradicating the security problems gains more importance. Privacy violation, illegal accessing of content and hacking cameras are some of dangerous threats[8].The IoT environment becomes more and more complex in addition of devices. This complex network and terminal devices faces worse privacy issues such that securing personal health histories, official documents are challengeable [9]. Various issues to which IoT is prone is shown in Figure 2.
The main aim of this work is to provide dynamic and scalable solution to privacy issues.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Access control rules

Access control rule allow the resource owners to pose access conditions to users upon their resources. Only eligible users are authorised and granted rights to access. The access control and granting depends on the role of the user [10]. Wang et. al. [11], expressed that similar to cloud, the devices also include sensitive information, business decisions for e.g personal data, correspondence mail, contact information, credit card and credentials, business planning corporate agreements and location details. When this data need to be stored in fog nodes, the communication with the encrypted data is followed for data confidentiality[12].

B. Access control models

The three broad categories of access control models for cloud computing; (1) Role-based models; (2) Attribute-based encryption models and (3) Multi-tenancy models.

Role-based access control model (RBAC)

In role based RBAC model, the privilege is based on the users role and least permission for their job or task is given [13]. The role decides the link relation between subject and object. In IoT the terminal node in perception layer is sensor or device. In distributed environment, multilevel access control on the resource is dynamic and only for permitted time [14].

In the work of [15], the author proposed temporal-RBAC (TRBAC) model, in which the role can be enabled and disabled dynamically based on the request. But in the work [16], it is argued that some roles need to be static and stay always and they proposed generalized TRBAC (GTRBAC) in which role is activated instead of enabling.

C. Attribute based access control model (ABAC)

In ABAC model, the subject and object entities are related based on the characteristic attributes associated with them. The permission is granted based on attribute values. Attributes can also hold data that mean any restrictions on user [17][18]. ABAC is flexible and scalable for fine grained access control in complex system like Internet of Things. A fine grained access model with key based is suggested in [19] where the users are provided with private keys to encrypt and decrypt the attribute values of the objects.

In this model, control policies are defined for a group of Virtual machines as tenants. The capturing of physical characteristics is difficult as this type of multi tenancy is prone to side channel attacks [20]. The communication between this multiple tenants through covert channel are interfered, the information is tapped [21].

In RBAC, permissions are created for each role but the best way is to define common policies for the resources. And the resources can be defined with characteristic attributes for validating against the policies. Access rules are lightweight, access rules are generalized and managed centrally [22].

A. Attribute based methodology

Finding out the trusted sensor nodes in IoT environment is important research topic. The trust nodes are decided based on the context information and the recommendations from other nodes. In an efficient trust system, the information are shared very securely. The proposed system suggests a dynamic way of authorizing and filters out illegal request and also trap the misuse of permitted rights. When the request is forwarded to cloud through gateway, the cloud uses context information to validate the trust value of the requestor. The request that satisfy the threshold fixed, are forwarded for further validation by the cloud. Final trust value is calculated with attribute values referencing the policies, the authorized device are allowed to communicate with other device for service till the allotted time.

IV. SEMANTICS IN IoT ENVIRONMENT

A. Semantic relation between entities

Nowadays, Semantics are highly involved in dynamic web applications so that domain conceptualization is accounted in data model. It is very important to take decision on entity interrelations. In this paper, we present model for accurate decision making, considering semantic relations among entities in domains of access control either subject or object [23].

B. The Trust Model

Employing semantics, each entity in this model can have a trust value to reject or accept collaboration with other entity. These entities are modelled using ontology in subject, object and action domain with semantic interrelations using OWL (Ontology Web Language). The semantic relation information between the users are used for expressing authorization rules[24][25].

In the Ontology, the devices of IoT environment is represented by class Device. The class Category represent the class of authorization. This is based on the semantic relationship. The class TrustValue gives degree of trust. It takes any float value between 0 and 1. The following are methods used

- initialTrustValue: The trust managers assign initial trust to new entry
- hasDirectTrust: The degree of trust gained during validation
- hasRecTrust: opinion value from other device about the device on validation
trustRelated: The semantic relation between two categories of trust

C. Semantic policies

The policies are defined based on contexts as high level abstracted model. This approach describes the contexts and their classification so that conflicts between policies can be traced out.

Security rule to design policies.

The policies are described in the SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language). This language is used to process and to query ontologies. Suppose that entity e1 request for collaboration with entity e2 in the trust category c1. A rule for e1 can be represented as:

$$
\text{if } e_1 \text{ is a sensor and} \\
\left\{ \text{hasDirectTrust}(e_1)=X \text{ and} \\
\text{trustedDevice}(Y)=e_2 \text{ and} \\
\text{trustedCategory}(Y)=c_1 \text{ and} \\
\text{hasTrustValue}(X) \geq 0.6 \right\} \\
\text{then collaboration with } e_2 \text{ in the category } c_1 \text{ is granted.}
$$

When the rules are satisfied, the entity is ready for collaboration.

The trust value is calculated as given in equation (1). Suppose device e1 put request for entity e2. The e1 evaluate trust value for e2 on referring to other entities. The other entity who give opinion is ei. T(ei, e2, c1) is direct value on e2 by ei under c1 category. T(e1, e1, C1) is trust value of e1 on e2 under c1

$$
T_{\text{inferred}}(e_1, e_2, c_1) = \sum_{i=2}^{n} T(e_i, e_2, c_1) \times T(e_1, e_i, c_1)
$$

The trust value is taken as a attribute value and used in attribute based access control method. The trust manager updates the trust value with time [26].

V. LITERATURE SURVEY

The existing access control solutions are meant for non resource constrained system whereas IoT environment entities are resource constrained which seek cloud for resource sharing. Also the system here involves communication between end users and heterogeneous devices

Banerjee et al. [27] proposed symmetric key based authentication for wireless sensor networks. They use pairwise key distribution. Chan-Perrig-Song et al. [28] proposes a random key scheme with self recovery but the system is not scalable and need large memory space.

The author of [29] proposed multitenant access model in which addition and removal of tenants are attempted. Almutairi et al [30] proposed a multi-tenant multi-cloud environment in which virtual resource manager, RBAC are implemented. Both inter cloud and intra cloud operations are involved.

The paper [31] is designed as Policy Update Attribute Based Encryption model support policy updates and attributes addition and revocation. This method provides fine grained access control mechanism on cipher texts.

Yeh et al. [32] proposed a WSN protocol using Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC). ECC performs better because of small key size. In [33], access token is provided to access a resource by resource manager. In IoT like decentralised environment, the server grants the token. Guoping et al. [34] have used Discretionary Access Control (DAC) and Mandatory Access Control (MAC) models and proposed a system that use context information and produced very efficient access control mechanism on internet objects.

VI. PROPOSED ATTRIBUTE - SEMANTIC ROLE BASED CONTROL

The access control mechanism is to control any subject accessing the object, so that resource use is restricted from illegal use and managed effectively. Attribute Base Access Control (ABAC) is fine grained as it considers the attributes that include information about role, identity and also sensitive information.

A. The Definition of ABAC

Here this paper formally defines the (basic) ABAC policy:

Definition 1. IoT entities: Let U be User (i.e. mobile users, computers, client, etc.), R be Resource and E be the Environment. User request certain resources. Subject takes action and acts on Resources. Environment is context information for making a policy rule at instant system time.

Definition 2. Attributes (A): The attributes may be of users, resources and environments. Attributes include identity, name, role, location, data, time etc. Attribute Authority is responsible to the define and management of the attributes of users, resources and environment.

$$
A = I_i = \{\text{identity, name, role, date, time, location, ...}\}
$$

where i is the attributes defined in the Internet of Things for ith object

B. Workflow of proposed model

The system is proposed to validate a client request based on attributes which is rich in context information. This context information is used for trust value calculation. The trust value is validated against a access control policy. The context information and the access control policy is enriched with semantic knowledge extracted from domain ontology. Design a access control policy. Following are the steps followed by the proposed system.

1. Using the usual credential of username and password the IoT device enter the social network.
2. The IoT device requestor put a request to the cloud for a resource access.
3. The device holds attributes with information about location, ip address, internet type etc.
4. Local trust value is calculated on aggregating the context values.
5. The data from the mobile device is send to IoT Gateway.
6. IoT Gateway check with minimum threshold value
7. The Gateway forward the request to cloud when it meets the threshold.
8. On adding the semantic trust value to local trust, the Cloud calculates the final trust value.
9. Referring to the other necessary context value and the access control policies, the device is authorized and permitted based on the privileged rights.
10. If the final trust value meets the predefined threshold, cloud “permits the request”

Initially the gateway itself has to get connected to the cloud on permission through valid credentials. The request accepted by the cloud is send back to the gateway which forwards the same to IoT destination node on creating CoAP (Constrained Application Protocol) message. The rights to access a resource are decided on referring to policies based on role of the requestor. The proposed model suggest a semantic relation based role so that it is fine grained and exist for all the time. This semantic relation is grasped from ontology which is conceptualization of a domain.

C. Access control policy with READ/WRITE or CONTROL permission

Any device can access the resource only based on the rights permitted by the cloud. The device with READ permission cannot WRITE or CONTROL the sensor data. When the granted permission is WRITE or CONTROL, the device can change the content and also can have control over it for example using Smartphone. The rights are assigned by the cloud based on the final trust value meeting the threshold value. For very minimum trust value, the request is declined by the cloud. The basic architecture of the proposed system is shown in the Figure 3

![Figure 3: Interaction between IoT gateway and Cloud](image)

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The proposed system is evaluated on measuring the response time for completing a request.

A. Implementation details:

An Android application in Java 1.7 SDK and Android Platform act as a mobile client. The context information from sensors is fed to the application and calculate initial trust value. The application receives the context information from sensors and evaluates the initial trust value. Google Cloud service and Android tablet of Memory: 2 GB is used. Gateway's are identified using IP and MAC address. An Android tablets is used as a portable clients in the implementation

The context values considered are Location(latitude, longitude), Internet Information(MAC and IP addr.). Time(Date, Time). Threshold of semantic based trust value is 0.8( the maximum range of the value falls in the range[0..1]. Initial trust value initialized to 0 and Threshold local trust value is 50.

Client-Cloud Interaction Time: The interaction time is the time between the mobile client and Google cloud service granting permission. The policy entities are expressed as rules. The interaction time between the device and the cloud is repeatedly measured for five consecutive requests because Users can get response in real time if the verification tool can detect fault when the fault-causing rule is added to the policy, rather than after all the rules of the policy has completed.

The quality of the access control model depends on fault finding when a conflict occurs with a request validation. The redundant rule also affect the policy rule performance as the runtime constitutes the total checking of the rule set. The rule set must be defined for all the possibilities of test case in a domain. The graph in the figure infers that the ABAC model with trust trust value calculation based on context information alone shows variation in runtime but the proposed semantic based ABAC mode is consistent runtime. Also, the validation of attribute based request on semantic policies occupy very less interaction time of response between the mobile client and cloud in IoT environment.

VIII. CONCLUSION

For many organizations working with dynamic and huge pool of data, protecting and sharing of the data has become very challenging due to crypto attacks and various security risks. The risk of allowing the illegal intruders to share the information is defended by identifying them. For this, the proposed system believe on the contextual information about the users such as when, where, who and why need the information. There is also necessity of controlling the whole process dynamically. The request is also validated with the attributes collected. The proposed (Attribute Based Access Control) ABAC design semantic based information which gives more conceptualised description about the user. The policies are semantically designed based on the role, description and relationship between entities extracted from ontology. Untrusted request are denied when evaluated against policy rules. The evaluation takes place at both device and cloud level. So the proposed system is more reliable and reduces risk even if some of the environmental factors are matched. The true relation based rights are permitted for the IoT entities as the system is designed on semantic domain relationship.

In future, the system can be extended to next level security.
on having he user’s request history and designing fine grained policies. The proposed system implementing in real social network with heterogeneous devices is needed to study the other factors such as trust.
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